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The specifications, as given, shall constitute the technical specifications for a "turnkey" Mobile Truck 
X-ray inspection system(MTS). Any omission in the specifications should not relieve the bidder of its 
obligation to deliver a complete and fully operational X-ray inspection system compliant with 
international regulations and with the requested technical specifications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Mobile Truck Scanner System will be used to scan and detect the contents of any type of 
vehicle operating on road, including cargo on trucks. It will be used for the scanning and 
detection of:  

(a) Concealed (or otherwise) contraband goods viz. all types of fire arms(including un-
assembled ones), ammunition, explosives, components used in fabrication of improvised 
explosive devices, gun silencers, various telescopic sights, night vision devices, radio 
equipments, fake currency, precious metals etc. 

(b) Human beings hidden in false cavities in vehicles. 
(c) Concealed (or otherwise) Narcotic drugs and Psychotropic substances etc. 
The inspection should help the image operator in material discrimination/identification and 
to clearly identify the type of goods.  

1.2 Mobile Truck Scanner shall be self-contained, self-sufficient and mounted on single chassis 
truck. It will include a suitable X-ray source (for example, a linear particle accelerator 
(LINAC)), all necessary image processing software and hardware tools, stowable boom with 
detector array, on-board inspection stations, on-board diesel generator, fire/safety 
equipment and all the safety provisions. Scanner performance better than the one 
mentioned hereunder will also be accepted, but without any price preference. 

1.3 The Bidder shall describe/illustrate scanner system design philosophy, previous experience in 
the field, general features of the equipment, its advantages and highlight the basis for the 
proposed system.  

1.4 Detailed explanations of the scanning techniques that include technical specifications and 
drawings, photographs and schematics, features, merit and demerits, if any and credibility 
of the techniques involved. It should be clearly stated how the objectives and specifications 
put forth by the Purchaser can be fulfilled by the proposed equipment & system.  

2. INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED BY BIDDER WITH TECHNO-COMMERCIAL BID 

2.1 Technical information to be provided by the Supplier shall address requirements specified 
herein. The offer should be complete stating not only compliance of requirements but also 
the relevant technical description for each item. Non-compliance will be liable for rejection 
of the offer. Hence, the Supplier should provide all information, descriptions, design values, 
qualification information and standards of compliance, acceptance levels, schedules 
manufacturing plans, etc. as required while submitting the offer. 

2.2 Information requested here would be for Tender Evaluation purpose; will be treated 
confidential and used only for the purpose requested. The details sought herein may be 
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given the form of catalogue, diagrams, sketched, drawings, specifications, test results , copy 
of codes and standards, design notes/ descriptions etc. 

2.3 The offered scanner & its associated systems shall be of proven design, under commercial 
production and having worked in actual field conditions for more than one/two years. The 
Bidder shall provide the details of the installations, contact persons and addresses where in 
the tendered scanner systems are in actual use. The Purchaser reserves the right to verify 
the above the information. 

2.4Pre-Qualification Criteria for Bidders 
 The Bidder or the OEM must have and present ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

18001 in the area of manufacturing and providing X-ray inspection systems. In the case 
of a bidder offering to supply equipment that the bidder did not manufacture itself or 
otherwise produce, the bidder must present the said certificates of manufacturer of the 
equipment offered. The certificates must have been issued by a certified body that is an 
accredited member of an International Certification Forum. 

 The bidder or its OEM must be in the business of global supplying and maintaining of 
high energy X-ray equipment as required in the tender, for at-least last five years.  

 The bidder or its OEM must have minimum 5 Installations of Mobile Truck Scanner in 
India or Internationally. 

 The bidder or its OEM must have service/support centre in India to attend the 
breakdown and routine maintenance work as per stipulation of tender conditions. 

 The bidder and its OEM must have legal entity present in India for last 5 years. 
 The Bidder or its OEM should not have been denied security clearance for any project 

in the last 5 years in the country. 
 The bidder must submit at least 5 Performance certificates for Units supplied in the last 

5 years along with the Bid from Global/Indian Customers for Fixed / Drive Through / 
Mobile Systems of similar level/type. 

 The bidder must provide minimum 95% uptime for the operation of equipment. This 
shall be calculated on quarterly basis. 

 Quoted model must be approved by Atomic Energy Regulatory Board in India before 
technical evaluation is completed. 

 The equipment being offered by the bidder, shall be of the latest model and the spares 
for the equipment will continue to be made available for a period of at least 10 years. 

2.5 The proposal shall include the following elements  
 Bill of Materials (BOM) 
 Delivery on site (DDP, INCOTERMS – 2020), 
 Assembly and installation of the system at the pre-determined site, including labour 

etc. 
 Training and periodic refresher course of the system operators. 
 Sets of hard bound technical manuals and operational check list (at least 5 per vehicle). 
 Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT)/ Site Acceptance Tests (SAT), 
 Commissioning, 
 Preventive and corrective maintenance during the warranty period/AMC, 
 Corrective maintenance during/post the warranty/AMC period, 
 Product Support 
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 List of parts covered by the warranty terms, 
 Option according to Customer needs (Networking etc) 
 Licenses 

3. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

3.1 Documents cited below may be referenced and used wherever applicable. Commercial 
standards may be used wherever required but at no time safety, quality and performance 
of the MTS System shall be compromised.  

 AERB codes/ standards concerning protection against Radiation. 
 ANSI N 42.46 – 2008 American National Standard for determination of imaging 

performance of X-ray & γ- ray systems for cargo & vehicle security scanning.  
 IEC 62523: 2010 Radiation Protection Instrumentation – Cargo / Vehicle 

Radiographic Inspection System.  
 Standards of American Society of Testing and Materials.  
 Indian Electricity Rules and Indian Electricity Acts.  
 Specifications of Bureau of Indian Standards.  
 Specifications of Ministry of Road and Highways.  
 Indian Motor Vehicle Act.  

3.2 In the event of a conflict between the text of this document and references cited herein, 
rigorous of the two shall apply.  

3.3 The Bidder shall indicate in his offer the codes and standards proposed to be followed for the 
materials and in the manufacturing, inspection, testing, performance evaluation and 
installation of the scanner systems including associated systems.  

4. MODE OF OPERATION 

4.1The vehicles to be scanned (1 to 6 numbers) will be lined-up at a designated open location. 
The driver(s) will disembark and will be escorted to a radiation-safe zone, away from the 
vehicle(s) to be scanned. No personnel shall then be allowed to remain within the 
‘exclusion zone. After necessary confirmation/acknowledgement procedures and system 
checks, the MTS will scan the full vehicle in a safe and controlled environment.  

4.2 After due process of confirmation/acknowledgement, the drivers will be escorted back to 
their vehicles to drive these out of operational area. Next set of vehicle(s) will be lined-up 
for scanning.  

4.3The system should also have the capability to scan the vehicle in drive through mode, if 
required. 
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

5.1The X-ray inspection system shall be capable of operating in different Indian conditions in the 
open air on a 24 hours a day and 7days a week basis under the following environmental 
conditions: 
 at a temperature between - 30° C to + 55° C 
 with relative humidity of 0 to 100%.  
 driving under rain and snow with wind speed up to 100 kmph. 
 chemical corrosion: airborne pollution due to the presence of various chemicals and 

pollutants. 
 solar radiations. 
 5.2All the components of the Systems shall be fully tropicalized. Materials which 

promote mould growth shall not be used.  
 5.3Scanner components shall be compatible for storage between - 30° C to + 55° C, 

when scanner is in idle condition. The Supplier shall indicate the steps to be taken to 
preserve the scanner and its associated systems, if not in use for extended period of 
time.  

6. CLIMATE CONTROL 

6.1 Provisions in regard to climate control shall be elaborated in the offer. The System shall have 
an automatic climate control system installed that maintains the temperature in the span 
of (+) 18°C to (+) 26°C regardless of outdoor temperature, both in the driver's and the 
image interpreters' cabins. Suitable device to measure and regulate the temperature shall 
also be provided. 

6.2 Adequate climate control system, with back up, shall be provided to keep the critical 
equipment (such as the linear particle accelerator, control system, etc.) in stable operation 
under above mentioned ambient condition.  

6.3The air-conditioned control compartment shall have sufficient ventilation for accommodating 
four (4) passengers (two sitting on the operating seats and others standing behind them), 
and associated control equipment. The compartment shall be sound treated with proper 
ventilation. Only non-CFC refrigerant shall be used for climate control / air-conditioning. 
Piping and ductwork shall be properly insulated by flexible closed cell elastomeric material.  

6.4 A Carbon Monoxide (CO) detector with warning alarm should be available in the System with 
both visual and audio alarms, which shall be activated in case CO content exceeds a 
concentration-time function that mimics the uptake of CO in the body while preventing 
false alarms due to relatively common sources of CO. The CO should comply with BIS 
standards or equivalent and have a self-test function to ensure that the detector is under 
normal operation  
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7. SYSTEM DESIGN 

7.1 The System shall consist of a self-sustained, self-sufficient, single chassis truck and shall 
incorporate, but not limited to, the following:  

a) Chassis;  
b) Diesel Generator Set;  
c) Chassis Mounted Auxiliary Systems & Equipment;  
d) Air Conditioning for Control & Equipment Compartments;  
e) X-ray & Detector System;  
f) Fire/Safety related Equipment & Provisions;  
g) Image Processing Software & Hardware;  
h) Integration & Interfacing System  
i) Operators’ & Image Analysis Workstations,  
j) Radiation Monitoring Instruments, surrounding lights, CCTVs; 
k) Auxiliary Equipment as specified in these Specifications. 

7.2 The System should have been designed and manufactured as per the stipulations of 
international standards for cargo container/vehicle scanner equipment. It shall have 
requisite certification as an approved design and product concerning ionizing radiation in 
the country of manufacture as well should also meet in this regard the requirements of 
Indian Atomic Energy Regulatory Board. The Supplier shall provide confirmation and details 
for the above.  

7.3The ionising radiation shall be provided by an X-ray generator of suitable energy. Live 
radioactive sources or neutron generators will not be accepted. 

7.4 The System shall be designed and constructed for continuous and reliable operation. The 
Bidder shall guarantee that the System is serviceable for its lifetime up to a minimum of 
fifteen years. 

7.5 The system shall be operable by the purchaser’s staff trained by the bidder, with the 
constant presence of the bidder’s technical staff along with MTS for troubleshooting during 
warranty/AMC period. 

7.6 The supplied System shall be new, not a used or a demonstration unit, and come from the 
manufacturer's standard product line. Bidder shall specify the location of manufacturing/ 
final assembly plant and country of shipment of the offered scanner System. The Purchaser 
reserves the right to verify the above.  

7.7 All system equipment shall be compact and robust; designed to be stress resistant to 
withstand vibrations and shocks during travelling and continuous operation of the System. 
The System shall be capable of withstanding any jerk and jolt during repair work.  

7.8The System design shall allow uninterrupted scanning of vehicles / containers in all weather 
conditions on 24x7x365 days (excluding maintenance period). It shall have capability to 
operate in night time also and sufficient lighting and other arrangements have to be 
provided for such operations. Availability of entire System must be better than 95% in a 
year. 

7.9 The System should be self-shielded, and not requiring any additional shielding wall(s), with 
respect to protection against radiation from the Scanner (including scatter and skyshine). 
Bidder to provide the overall dimensions of the System and of the exclusion zone.  
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7.10All units, sub-assemblies, components and adjustable controls of each System shall be 
readily accessible to the personnel for maintenance purposes. To aid maintenance, all units, 
sub-assemblies and components of the same type in each System should be mechanically 
and electrically interchangeable. Adequate test points and other test facilities shall be 
provided to permit ease of maintenance. Maintenance should not need the return of the 
system to the factory. 

7.11The equipment must have all the needed protections to allow all the service operations 
being done whatever are the outside weather conditions. 

7.12 The boom supporting detection line must have a service position allowing detection 
maintenance operations to be performed without the need of special equipment like 
scaffolding or cherry picker. The service position must be accessible automatically using the 
remote controller. 

7.13 Performances must be given in normal conditions of use following the same process as 
operators will follow during operations. If this is not the case all values must mention in 
which condition, they can be achieved. Other than specified, values will be given 
considering the screening of a 18m long truck, made in mobile mode, at a speed of 
24m/min and a throughput of minimum 20 trucks/hour. 

7.14 The maximum set-up time shall be 30 minutes or less from stand still via deployment of 
boom, adjustment of settings, etc. to beginning (with all system performance parameters in 
compliance with the specifications) of first scan. The maximum time from termination of 
operations to a road worthy configuration shall be 30 minutes or less. 

7.15 The System shall be capable of operating and giving requisite performance in normal road 
conditions. Bidder to specify the requirement for road / platform (type, grade, level, slope, 
compressive strength, roughness and such other parameters). 

7.16The System shall have its own means of power supply without depending on power from 
site. However, provision to use the standard power from the power distribution grid shall 
be incorporated for working / maintenance / servicing..The autonomy of the on-board 
power supply must be at least 10 hours. Generator set should be easily repairable onsite. 
Make/Model of the Generator set as well as fuel consumption per hour should be specified 
as part of the Technical Bid. There should be a manual back-up system for stowing the 
boom in case of a total power failure. 

7.17 Adequate number of angle adjustable flood lights powered by the generator should be 
installed at the high level of the rear body and / or driver cab to illuminate 20m distance 
around each System at 150 lux (minimum) during operation.  

7.18 System should be designed and constructed with adequate redundancy provisions to avoid 
potential single point of failure from end-to-end process, resulting in non-availability of the 
system. The redundant provisions should be in hot stand-by mode. Scanner and its 
associated systems should have built-in self-test and fault-diagnostic capability/feature. 
Details of redundancy and self-diagnostic provisions shall be submitted.  

7.19 The System must be equipped to stop the operation by automatic shutdown device(s) in 
the case of emergency of any kind. These shall be installed both inside and outside of the 
vehicle. Towards this, a number of manual reset pushbutton type Emergency Stop buttons 
(IP65 rating) which can immediately stop the X-ray generation shall be installed at the 
locations easily accessible by the operation/security crew. Additionally, wireless emergency 
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stops and maintenance purpose emergency stops should be provided. Details of emergency 
stop provisions shall be submitted.  

7.20 A weatherproof (IP67) industrial grade power inlet socket shall be provided to allow the 
external mains supply. A flexible cable with length of at least 50 m, together with 
associated safety mechanism, shall be provided for connection of the System with the 
external AC mains supply. The plug of the flexible cable to the external AC mains supply 
shall be weather-proof and match the existing electricity installations at scanning site. 
Change over switch of adequate load capacity, to avoid overloading, should be provided. 
Residual current devices should be installed together with the changeover switch for 
leakage protection. Suitably sized earthing terminal and cable should be provided. All the 
electrical works shall be carried out as per the provisions and requirements of Indian 
Electricity Rules, Indian Electricity Acts, National Building Electrification Code, Bureau of 
Indian Standards (BIS) or equivalent standards. Details of electrical systems shall be 
submitted.  

7.21 The System shall have provisions in terms of all controls for bi-directional scanning (i.e. 
forward & reverse scanning). Both forward scanning and backward scanning shall be 
identical in terms of image quality at each of the available scan speeds. 

7.22 The System shall deploy a programmable, pre-set speed controls (user-selectable) to 
maintain constant speed and synchronise it with the X-ray system during scanning of the 
vehicles / containers to generate undistorted scanned images. After completion of 
operation, an audio/ visual alarm shall be triggered inside the driver cab to alert the driver 
of completion of scanning. Pre-set speed controls shall be activated only for scanning 
operation and not during normal travelling. At normal road gradient, the linearity of the 
drive shall be such that there shall not be more than 5% linearity error in the image display. 
Bidder to provide complete details of speed controller, different scan speeds for inspection, 
requirement of road gradient, etc.  

7.23 Provisions of safety measures such as audio alarms, visual alarms, flashing of lights, 
indication of an emergency situation, noticeable warning signal while “scanning on”, etc. 
must be made. Arrangement of safety perimeter breaching alarm/system cut off is also 
required. The status of safety system shall be displayed on a control panel.A two-tone 
warning sound for “prior to” and “in the course” of generation of ionising X-ray radiation 
should be produced by the System. The “prior” and “in the course” sounds shall be 
different, and the sound level emitted must be at least 80 dB at any point of the safety 
perimeter. Warning light indicating the status of the accelerator beam (OFF, READY, 
EMITTING) to warn people while approaching the system should be provided. Lights must 
have 3 colours and be of LED type. The system must be equipped of at least 4 of them 
suitably positioned around the system. 

7.24 The alarms, warning messages & system faults will be automatically notified to the system 
operator through one supervision/control equipment allowing the full understanding of the 
system status. Every alarm, warning messages and system faults shall be archived and 
available at any time in future..The supervision/control equipment must be in the operator 
room enabling the operators to have a constant view of the X-ray equipment status.  

7.25 Test and diagnostic tools shall be integrated into the supervision/control system. There 
should be a facility of Built-In-Test (BIT) for automatic self-test before start of operations. 
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7.26The complete system should be powered ON and powered OFF by pressing one button or 
clicking on one icon on the main interface. 

8. SCANNER PERFORMANCE 

8.1The X-ray inspection system shall be capable of screening all type of vehicles operating on 
Indian roads such as: truck mounted container, covered/open truck, trailer truck, 
refrigerated truck, passenger buses, vans, light vehicles, taxis, 3-wheelers etc. The scanning 
shall cover the object without missing any area or corner cut-off.  

8.2 The scanner should be equipped with a system capturing the license plate number/photo 
and/or container ID and integrating this information in the IT system. 

8.3The System should meet following performance parameters:  
a) X-ray source: The energies of x-ray beams must be at least 4 and 6 MeV dual mode. The 
Bidder can offer a better solution to fulfil the Purchaser’s performance requirements. 
b) The range of scanning speed should be: 

(i) 12 and 24 m/min – 36m/min could be a plus 
(ii) Pass through mode: comprised between 5 and 15 Km/h with a comprehensive 
image for the operators. Bidder to specify the optimum scan speed to provide 
clearly defined scanned image that can be interpreted and analysed. 

c) The clearances in width and height of the scanning tunnel. Values must be above: 
Width: more than 2.9 m 
Height: more than 5.2 m 

d) The Bidder shall specify the minimum scanning height from the ground that the System is 
capable of while scanning a vehicle. This value must be less than 0.15 m. 
e) The System shall be able to scan the vehicles of variable heights within the maximum 
width and height specified above without missing any area or corner cut-off. The Bidder 
shall specify the minimum scanning height from the ground that the System is capable of 
while scanning a vehicle. This value must be less than 0.15 m. 
 
The System must have variable scanning heights to allow the scan of different 
vehicles/containers. 
f) The system must have variable scanning angles to allow the scan of cargos at different 
angles 
g) Penetration: Minimum 330 mm of steel at its normal scanning speed.(The offer should 
also indicate the value of equivalent water penetration in mm for the equipment offered. 
Details of test device and test procedure to be furnished in the bid). 
h) Wire detectability: 1-1.5 mm or better (in free air). (Details of test device and test 
procedure to be furnished in the bid).  
i) Contrast sensitivity: 1-2% or better (Details of test device and test procedure to be 
furnished in the bid).  
j) Spatial resolution: 5-6 mm or better (Details of test device and test procedure to be 
furnished in the bid).  
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k) Material discrimination: Capability to distinguish (based on colour coding) between low–Z 
organic, intermediate materials, high–Z inorganic and very high-Z inorganic. System should 
be capable of estimating the atomic number and name of the material interactively at image 
analysis station. (Bidder to provide the technical details as to how material discrimination 
will be achieved and also details of test device and test procedure in the bid).  
l) Threat detection: Image processing should be capable of assisting the operator in threat 
detection using the library of images and helping the opeartor for identification using deep 
learning algorithms and AI/ML software. (Details to be provided in the bid).  
m) Density threshold alert: The System shall be able to alert the operator of presence of 
non-penetrating materials based on programmable density threshold. System should also be 
capable of generating alert regarding presence of different high density materials within the 
same cargo (Details to be provided in the bid).  
n) Release/Hold decision: The System should have the capability to tag an image as ‘suspect’ 
or ‘non-suspect’ and store the decision with the image data set.  
o) Image quality & storage: The System should have high performance imaging capability. In 
addition to achieving the required penetration, contrast sensitivity and spatial resolution, 
images are to appear clear and focused and with sharp edges and correct aspect ratio. 
System must store raw images together with the processed final image for each scan.  

(i) The Supplier shall describe under what test conditions the above performance 
can be achieved.  
(ii) The Supplier should endeavour to provide scanner performance within mean 
value of above specified parameters for wire detectability, contrast sensitivity and 
spatial resolution.  

9. IMAGE QUALITY DATA 

9.1 The X-ray inspection system shall be equipped with a true 4-class material discrimination tool 
and displayed on the image workstation; the 4-class shall be distinguished on the image as 
following: 

 
Each scanning sequence shall be performed with the discrimination tool activated and in a single 
scanning, the performances of the discrimination shall be optimum for system scanning speed. 

9.2 The Bidder shall in his bid, submit the images (both in soft copy & print outs) to assess its 
quality and as would be viewed by the operator/image interpreter for different test object 
conditions: 
a) Due to variations in X-ray emission characteristics, if so, over the life of Target/RF source 

for identical objects / test devices.  
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b) For varying steel plate thickness of 280 mm to 330 mm and behind 25 mm lead brick of 
size 100*100mm in steps of 10 mm located at the floor, centre and top of vehicle and 
container levels.  

c) Wire detectability in free air, preferably for 1, 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12,14 & 16mm both in 
horizontal and vertical planes. The wire material shall be of copper and of length 300 
mm. The wires can be in the in the form of rings of 100mm diameter or sine wave shape 
and located in the middle level of vehicle and container.  

d) Image contrast for: (a) steel plates of thickness varying from 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5mm 
and 6 mm behind 100 mm, 200 mm 300 mm and 330 mm thick steel plates; (b) steel 
wires of length 250 mm, dia varying from 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5mm & 6 mm behind 100 
mm, 200 mm, 300 mm and 330 mm thick steel plates.  

e) Spatial resolution with slotted jig in different spacing (4mm to 8 mm) with metal and 
plastic materials. 

f) Material distinguishing capability for: low–Z organic, intermediate materials, high–Z 
inorganic and very high-Z inorganic in different colours, using various materials of 
varying thicknesses. (Test jig with at least three different materials representing the 
above and in varying thicknesses should be used and conformance achieved should be 
more than 95%).  

All the above information shall be at the offered scanning speed and shall be submitted in 
both as soft copy and printouts along with Techno-commercial bid. 

9.3 The jigs/devices/instruments for performing above tests shall be described, along with its 
compliance to International standards and practices, in the techno-commercial bid 
document. One set of such test jigs/devices shall be given to each site of System 
installation. All measuring and test instruments/jigs shall have their calibration certificates 
conforming to national/international standards. It should also be possible to re-calibrate 
these at the site of installation. 

10. ENERGY SOURCE 

10.1 It shall be a suitable X-ray source (for example, a Linear particle accelerator (LINAC)) 
manufactured by a worldwide leading producer of linear accelerators with proven 
experience of more than 7 years. Specifications and technical details of X-ray system shall 
be submitted 

10.2 The X-ray system equipment should include the components mentioned under this section 
including but not limited to X-ray generator(s), detectors, X-ray detector boom(s), scan 
drive(s) and other equipment/components/accessories required to produce the X-ray 
images specified. 

10.3 Focal spot should be as small as possible. Collimator must be installed for directing X-ray 
into a fan shaped beam to reduce radiation scatter and consequently reduce the size of the 
radiation exclusion zone. An automatic shut-off control system on the X-ray generator shall 
be provided to prevent the accidental release of radiation. Pulse-to-pulse dose variation 
should not be perceptible in the final image. 
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10.4 Additional components such as temperature control unit, modulator, etc. to enable 
continuous use of the system at a very high capacity and with minimal wear and tear should 
be provided. The System shall allow provision of high quality real-time simultaneous 
acquisition of transmission X-ray images of penetration capability as mentioned above 
while meeting other performance requirements. 

11.  DETECTION SYSTEM 

11.1 Detectors should be in adequate numbers and in most efficient configuration to completely 
cover whole of the vehicle/container to be scanned to provide a high-resolution image 
without loss of information and any distortion. 

11.2 The detector array shall be designed to minimize the source to detector distance. The 
response of each detector shall be linear and have an output of at least 20 bits. The 
resulting X-ray image shall be displayed as at least a 16-bit image. 

11.3 Detector's size facing the X-ray beam shall be as small as possible to provide better 
resolution. Mounting architecture of the detector modules, maintenance required and 
replacement method in the case of service should be specified. Detector type, size and 
detector parameters affecting their performance should be specified. 

11.4 The structural members of the detector boom and arm shall be made of rigid and durable 
materials. Both boom and arm shall be electric/hydraulic powered for locking at a 
predefined deployed position (for scanning operation) or stowed position (for travelling). 

11.5 All electronic devices and components inside the detector boom shall be adequately 
protected and the protection shall meet at least IP65 or equivalent. There shall be no water 
accumulation inside the detector boom during the System operation in rainy condition. 

11.6 Optical/electronic safe-height limiting sensors shall be installed at the front and the rear of 
the System. The height of the detection sensors shall be adjustable, and pre-set for 
detection of over-height object. If an over-height object is detected, the X-ray generation 
and the scan drive shall be deactivated, which shall be then followed by triggering of audio 
and visual alarms to both the console operator inside the control compartment and officers 
outside the control compartment. 

11.7 A warning system linked with the electric/hydraulic power drive shall be provided. Visual 
and audio warning signals shall be emitted to alert people in the vicinity of the System 
during the deployment or stowage of detector boom and arm. 

11.8 Safety features of the electric/hydraulic power system shall be provided to ensure that the 
detector boom and arm shall never drop either gradually or suddenly under any possible 
scenario, including mal-function of any part of the power drive system and/or electric 
system power failure. 

11.9 Safety device shall be installed on the arm so that when there is any obstruction to the arm 
the safety device shall immediately stop the Vehicle as well as the scanning operation. 
Override feature with step-by-step procedures shall be provided for the operator to stow 
the boom and arm to their original positions during system failure, such as power failure 
and hydraulic failure. 
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11.10 The detector boom shall be deployed at 90° to the scanned object. However, provision 
should also exist to adjust the boom angle so as to obtain clear and sharp images of the 
vehicle/container, if necessitated. 

11.11 The detector boom deploy and stow operations shall be controlled using a handheld 
pendant connected on the body of the System, so that the crew member can monitor the 
area and ensure safe deployment. 

12. VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS & PERFORMANCE 

12.1Manoeuvrability: It should be possible to drive the Mobile X-ray Truck Scanner System on 
Indian public roads, including hilly terrain, without any limitations considering height, 
length, width, weight, etc. It should be able to navigate through tunnels and on the bridges 
as ordinarily exist in J&K. Vehicles should meet Indian Motor Vehicle Regulations & 
Requirements; the information needed on physical dimensions of the vehicle, including all 
equipment in “stowed for travel” on public roadways are: Actual weight in Kg, Height, 
Length & Width in meter/cm as on road, Load on each Axle in Kg (when fully loaded), 
Turning radius, Power to Weight ratio, Top speed, etc. These shall be furnished in the bid. 

12.2Vehicle Requirements: 
a) The total weight of the scanner must be under 26 T.(check road requirements of J&K) 
b) The length mustnot exceed 12m. 
c) The operator’s cabin must be equipped with a clear window giving a direct view to the 

scanning area 
d) The truck must have an engine of at least 360hp 
e) The truck must be equipped with assistance and safety devices such as ESP, ABS+ASR, 

cruise control 
f) The truck must have 2 separate fuel tanks. 

(i) Capacity of at least 350 litres for the truck 
(ii) Capacity of at least 450 litres for the generator 

g) Gradients/ Slopes/turning radius as found in hilly terrain of J&K. 
h) Vehicle shall be right hand drive, single chassis with power assisted steering. It should be 

designed for safe transportation of at least four (04) persons. Functional description of 
vehicle operation for scanning shall be submitted. 

i) Dimensions of the vehicle including all equipment and systems mounted on the truck 
chassis should be convenient and cause minimum of disturbance and trouble in the daily 
use. . Bidder may provide the details as part of the bid. 

j) The operation compartment should be constructed by insulated structural panels in 
grading suitable for vehicle application and these shall meet relevant fire safety 
requirements. Noise level of the control compartment shall be lower than 60dB under all 
situations of operation. 

k) All doors, windows and panel joints should be closely fitted and adequately sealed or 
provided with best quality rubber sealing strips to prevent the ingress of rain and shall 
be able to pass a continuous water leaking test for at least 30 minutes. Adequate drain 
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channels shall be provided to prevent water ingress at all doors, compartments and 
sliding windows. 

l) Diesel engine shall comply with the latest statutory emission requirements of the Indian 
Motor Vehicle Regulations and should be supplied with fully tropicalised cooling system. 
Multi-speed automatic transmission system shall be provided.  

m)The MTS must be equipped with a generator enabling the system to be fully autonomous 
and operate able without any added infrastructure for at least 10hrs.DG set shall be 
suitable for cold starting in sub zero temperature and shall be capable of accepting the 
load immediately after attaining normal voltage and frequency. Over voltage protection 
/ cut-off feature or device with warning alarm shall be provided. Generator set should be 
provided with sufficient spare parts for easy onsite repairs. Detailed specifications of on-
board DG set shall be provided. 

n) Exhaust pipe should be extended and routed to the top and behind the cabin with rain 
cap to prevent rainwater ingress and thermal guard at off side low level with flexible 
coupler behind the wheel. Exhaust emissions must confirm to current exhaust emission 
standard for India. 

o) Power assisted dual or split circuit braking system equipped with independent mechanical 
parking brake shall be supplied. Brake air pressure gauge with low pressure warning 
buzzer shall be provided for each air reservoir. Braking system shall be with an anti-lock 
and brake retarder provision. Details of braking system shall be provided. 

p) Multi-speed windscreen wipers shall be provided with intermittent speed-control mode 
and screen washers. Two exterior convex mirrors shall be provided on both sides of the 
cab for a clear view on the road traffic condition at rear. A mirror should be provided at 
the nearside front of the vehicle to give a clear nearside kerb and front views for the 
driver. Rear view camera with display may be provided. 

q) Wheelbase shall be able to suit the dimensions of the rear body and maintain a stable 
condition during scanning operation. Self-levelling system shall be provided to keep the 
vehicle at a horizontal position when the vehicle is moving on the road as well as during 
X-ray scanning operation. 

r) Front and rear suspension system shall be of heavy duty with alloy wheels having tubeless 
radial tyres. Air suspension shall be provided for rear axles. A spare wheel and tyre with 
carrier shall be provided. 

s) There shall be sufficient storage cabinets inside the control compartment for keeping 
operational spare parts and consumables of each System. All cupboard doors shall be 
fitted with good quality flush handle slam locks. 

t) Side/rear retractable stair/steps with detachable handrail should be provided with an 
independent visual warning system on the dashboard in the driver cab to inform the 
driver about the status: extended or stowed. Safety side guard bars should be fitted on 
the underside of the vehicle as per the Regulation. Effective and adequate toe board, 
railing and fence, fixed/foldable type, should be provided and mounted around the top 
edges of the rear body for maintenance purpose. Steps, handrail, edges to be 
highlighted with reflective/ night glow material strips. 

u) The vehicle should be equipped with a tool box for first level maintenance needs. The 
vehicle shall be equipped with an anti-theft system. 
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v) All electrical accessories shall be provided with full radio interference suppression and 
these shall be tropicalised. Details of electrical accessories shall be provided. 

w) Factory standard rust-proofing treatment should be applied on the driver cab interior and 
under chassis. The chassis should be painted with a suitable protective primer prior to 
fitting the body. 

x) The vehicle and mounted equipment should have a safety system that minimizes the risk 
of scanner being damaged by containers/vehicles that are too high, too wide or wrongly 
positioned. The features of such provisions shall be provided in the offer. 

y) Additionally, the vehicle will be provided with: 
(i) A set of master key and three sets of duplicate keys for the doors of all storage 

cabinets, compartments, external locks, etc. 
(ii) Fire extinguishers with valid certificates from local authority and mounted at the 

control compartment; and at each equipment compartment(s). 
(iii) An anti-static device properly installed at the rear of the System. 
(iv) Detachable protective screens, of suitable design and material, on outside of 

windscreen, headlamps, directional lamps, windows etc. 
(v) A pair of fog lights, tail/stop lamps, amber turn signal lights, etc. properly fitted and 

wired. 
(vi) Reverse warning light, buzzer, camera and distance sensor interlocked to turn on 

with reverse gear in operation. 
(vii) Surface mounted flashing red lights installed on front and rear, at mid-level of the 

body, and at the detector boom. 
(viii) Auxiliary batteries to power radio communications network, beacon lights, 

siren/PA system, interior lights, emergency lights, CCTV systems, etc.; cabin/ 
compartments’ interior lights; operators’ desk lights etc. 

(ix) Adequate numbers of weather proof (IP65) switched sockets properly fitted and 
wired up inside the control compartment for portable equipment. 

13. IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

13.1 The system must be able to handle and display an image saved in UFF 2.0 format.It should be 
possible to convert the image produced by the x-ray inspection system into standard format 
images. The bidders shall specify the format (i.e. BMP, JPEG and TIFF formats). 

13.2 The output signal obtained from the radiation detector element of x-ray inspection system shall 
be composed of a minimum of 1440 pixels. 

13.3 The detection of materials as specified in the manifest shall be reflected in the quality of image 
that the operator sees on the screen and shall indicate correct shapes, and density from 
attenuation of signals. Features available to operator should enable him to perform various 
functions through simple menus. It is essential that the ergonomics should be so as to avoid 
fatigue, strain on operators’ vision and ensure ease of performance. Minimum Image 
evaluation requirements are highlighted here and shall be available on each workstation 
supplied. Bidder should elaborate all such features, functions that can be performed by 
operators:- 
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a) Zoom-in (min 16 X), zoom-out (1/4th), pan, scroll, density expands, edge enhancements, 
reverse video, brightness and contrast adjustments, etc. System should have automatic 
zooming that adapt the image to the size of the screen); Independent zoom in the ROI 
(Region of Interest); Adjustable zoom level with the wheel of the mouse or touchpad. 

b) Pseudo colouring with Look Up Table (at least 16 pseudo colours). 
c) ROI (Region of Interest) processing; possibility to set mark and fill comments; each ROI 

selected on anyone image can be treated independently; each processed ROI shall be 
archived and presented in review mode. 

d) Original image and processed image – to allow attending operator to alternate between 
the original and processed images in the same window.  

e) Negative and positive image toggling.  
f) Filtering functions. 
g) Gray scale re-mapping and adjustment. 
h) Shape marking or text annotations, highlighting suspicious area, ruler function to mark 

and measure the area of suspicion; scale adjustment and measuring tools. 
i) Histogram equalization – linear, non-linear defined functions. 
j) GUI – menu bar, tool bar, input window, main inspection window, whole scan image 

window, etc. 
k) Image depth – 16 bits (minimum). 

13.4 The operating system of the workstation(s) should be robust design with 24x7x365 days 
operations capability. Linux, Windows server or equivalent platform with latest version of OS shall be 
used. The application software should perform the following tasks: 

a) Acquisition of X-ray images along with date and time. 
b) Pre-defined brightness and contrast settings adapted to high absorption areas, medium 

absorption areas and low absorption areas 
c) Pre-defined image sharpness settings (un-sharpen, normal sharpness, sharpness 

enhancement) 
d) Monitoring of the real-time system status. 
e) Monitoring of the operational status. 
f) Database management. 
g) Printing and event logging. 
h) Data archiving. 
i) Export of image files (on site, central location). 
j) System initialization. 
k) System security. 
l) Adjustable High-density absorption alarm. 
m) Data communication/networking with the remote image interpretation system. 
n) Local and remote image interpretation functions. 
o) Highlighting of suspicious article/objects based on past images in the image library/data 

base. 
p) Connectivity to Purchaser’s intranet system for data/image retrieval and processing. 
q) Software should have AI/ML capabilities with deep learning algorithms for highlighting 

suspicious articles/objects and alerting the operator. 
r) Undo all X-ray images treatments in one time 
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s) Redo all X-ray images treatments in one time 
t) Undo last X-ray image treatment (can be used to undo all last X-ray images treatments 

one by one. 
u) Redo last X-ray image treatment (can be used to redo all last X-ray images treatments 

one by one. 
v) Automatic LUT cycling 

13.5 Image conversion tools shall be provided for converting X-ray images into JPEG format. Images 
shall be automatically generated and stored on the System server for review at other 
Workstations. The image conversion tools shall also convert X-ray images to other common 
file formats, such as PDF, TIFF, BMP. 

The image processing software requirements mentioned above are not exhaustive and the supplier 
should be able to accommodate the user requirements and upgrade the software for the full life 
time of scanner system.  

14. DATA/IMAGE PROCESSING HARDWARE 

All data and images must be archived on a unified storage processing platform enabling them to be 
processed on any of the work station irrespective of the device used for scanning. The provisions as 
below should be provided and Bidder should provide detailed specifications for the same: 

a) There shall be two Image Analysis Stations in the Vehicle and provision to add at least two 
more (for remote location inspection). Each work station should be equipped with image 
analysis/analytics software, data management software, etc. 
b) Each work station shall be supplied such that the Inspectors perform independent 
inspection activities, simultaneously or sequentially. The workstation shall utilize and display 
16-bit image data. 
c) Servers &workstations should be state-of-the-art and the operating system should be 
based on latest version of LINUX/Microsoft Windows or an equivalent or superior multi-
tasking operating system supported internationally. 
d) Monitors should be 24”flat LED coloured or better having resolution of 1920 x 1200 pixels 
or better.  
e) Each image workstation shall be connected to a laser colour printer which can print all 
types and formats of documents, images, video capture shots, notes, etc. It should have 
multifunction capabilities such as scanner, copier etc.  
f) The hard disks of the System Control Workstation and Image Analysis Workstation shall be 
of suitable level of Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID) configuration providing fast 
and reliable data access and retrieval and full data redundancy and protection against loss or 
corruption of data. It shall be capable of storing the scanning records information for at least 
50,000 vehicles (including all images, processed images, date, time, information of 
operators, information of scanned vehicles and goods, findings and comments made by the 
operators on the images.  
g) Image viewing with limited processing facility should be provided at designated Control 
Room. Bidder may include unit cost of providing such software features at Control Rooms. 
h) The computer system and the accessories must be powered through an Uninterruptible 
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Power Supply (UPS) to protect the equipment and allow operators to finish current 
inspections and properly switching off the system. The computer system shall have an 
automatic switch-off procedure to guarantee a normal switch-off of the computers in case 
the power failure is longer than the UPS capacity. 

15. NETWORKING 

15.1 The on-board computer system shall be ready to be connected to standard IP networks through 
wifi or embedded EDI connector (interface definition to be provided) and RJ45. One Mil Grade 
Ethernet Connector conforming to MIL-38999 Specs shall also be given. 

15.2 Additionally, the Supplier shall ensure images are made available and accessible from the on-
board computer system to a centrally located server (to identified by the Purchaser ) via a 
redundant secured communication link of 16 Mbps and above (to be provided and maintained 
by the Supplier) to facilitate the images being securely shared with other counterparts within 
the country, through an approved telecommunication provider of such services. All associated 
equipment required for connectivity (such as switches etc.) to be provisioned and maintained 
by the supplier. For this purpose, the Seller shall also supply, as a part of the system, a suitable 
and secure network arrangement (including wireless transmission of data, associated 
software, communication equipment, etc.), for centralized real time viewing of the scanning at 
two or more HQr locations. The capacity of the network shall be adequate for real-time 
transmission of the images while scanning is being conducted simultaneously. The data 
transmission of the network shall be bi-directional. 

15.3  The system should be able to switch to another network, maintained and operated by the user, 
through the Ethernet or any other suitable protocol. 

15.4  An independent local area network(s) complete with hot standby servers, which shall link the 
X-ray System and Workstations to facilitate the sharing of images, shall be provided. The 
servers shall be provided with a power fail-safe and restart feature. There shall be no loss of 
system memory on power failure at the central processing unit. 

15.5  System should permit export of the image as a .pdf or .jpeg or .tiff file to the Purchasers 
computer or hand held devices, in a pre-defined folder for further processing in the 
Purchaser’s systems. System should enable remote login with full functionality into the server 
by officers from anywhere in the country. The viewing of the image at the remote workstation 
will be user selectable. 

16. DATA MANAGEMENT, STORAGE, BACK-UP/RECOVERY 

16.1 Data management servers (DMSs) of adequate capacity should be provided to enable 
connectivity between the sites of scanner installation and central location for storage, 
retrieval and processing of image as required by the Purchaser. Details of data management 
system should be submitted. 

16.2 It must be possible to store information about at least 10,00,000 scanned objects (i.e. scanned 
images, , notes, etc. associated with an inspected object) at each MTS before transport of the 
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information to the central server. It should be able to generate a warning when the storage 
medium, used to store data sets, reaches a set value of its maximum storage capacity. 

16.3 Data back-up and recovery facility should be independent from the process of collecting image 
data. All data and analytical results shall be secured with three levels of user access control 
viz. operator, supervisor, and administrator. 

16.4 System should have electronic data management, image & data transmission, archival and 
reporting features. All transaction that occurs within the System must be logged on to an 
audit trail for future reference. 

16.5 It shall be possible to archive data using USB 2.0/3.0device with password protection. A 
portable USB Storage Drive of 1TB capacity to be provided along with each system. 

17.  CARGO VIEWING 

17.1 System should be provided with suitable software, which would enable the image interpreter 
to interpret the content of the goods stuffed in the vehicle or container. The software should 
be able to discriminate images of various goods/ commodities, which would enable 
interpreters to make fair assessment of the goods contained in the vehicle. 

17.2 System should be able to target specific commodities (e.g. arms & ammunition, explosives, 
fake currency, humans, drugs & narcotics, gold ),and should alert the operator in case of the 
targeted commodity is encountered during scanning. (Provisions to achieve the above should 
be brought out in the Technical Bid and demonstrated in FAT) 

17.3 Scanner system should be equipped with standard library of `suspect’ and `non-suspect’ 
images to assist the analysts in image interpretation and should have provision to add 
scanned images obtained during the operation of the system. 

17.4 The software should have function to combine a suspicious marked image, inspector’s 
comments and cargo information data from the database of the Purchaser. These data files 
to be saved in a central server, which can be searched, retrieved and processed. 

18.  THREAT IMAGE PROJECTION SOFTWARE (To test operators’ alertness)  

TIP software facility shall be incorporated in the offered X-ray machine to assist supervisors 
in testing the operator alertness and training X-ray operators to improve their ability in 
identifying specific threat object. The system will create a threat object and the same will be 
superimposed on the monitor screen while a bag is being screened. To acknowledge that the 
operator has seen the false object, operator must press the control panel key that will cause the 
computer generated threat object to disappear from x-rayed bag image on the VDU screen. Each 
operators action shall be recorded in the hard disc of the computer for the auditing purpose by 
the supervisor or other authorized person. 

18.1  IMAGE LIBRARY 
 The image library should have an image library containing at least 1000 explosives 

devices, 1000 ammunitions and 1000 firearms in various sizes, shapes, locations and 
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orientations. However, the system shall have facility to expand the library to incorporate 
additional images by user without assistance of the manufacture. 

 The image library should contain images of threats at different orientations. Although 
these will be assigned different file names and references, it must be possible to cross-
reference these as the same threat. All threat image Projection images must be realistic, 
representative and non distinguishable from real threat items. 

18.2 TIME INTERVAL 
 Programming facility shall be available to project threat images in different intervals 

randomly. The time period for threat image as well as image mix in percentage shall be 
user programmable e.g. software shall select 40% images of explosive devices, 35% of 
fire arms & 25% ammunitions or random etc. 

 Once the operator has responded to identify the computer generated threat image, it 
should remain on the screen for a predefined time and user programmable feedback 
message shall be visible to the operator. 

18.3 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
 The threat image projection facility shall have details of user data-base such as Department 

name, operator name, Organization, User ID Number, level of access such as operator, 
administrator etc. 

 Access to start up menu should be restricted only to the authorized individuals. A log-in 
procedure by means of “Password” or “Security Key” could achieve restricted access to each 
of the comment. The log-in procedure should not take longer than 20 seconds. The system 
should have facility to bypass the TIP facility, if programmed so by the system administrator. 
It is to be ensured that the TIP software shall not be hindrance to normal functioning of x-ray 
machines. 

 When the operator logs-in or logs-out message should be displayed on screen to confirm 
that he/she has been correctly logged-in or logged-out. 

18.4  FEED BACK REPORT 
 The threat image Projection should be capable of giving feedback “HIT, MISS or FALSE 

ALARM” message. No message will be presented if a operator correctly passed a clear 
vehicle. 

 A “HIT” message to be presented when a operator has correctly identified a Threat Image 
Projection Image. A “MISS” : message shall be presented when operator fails to identify the 
TIP image. A “False Alarm” message shall be given when operator incorrectly indicate TIP 
image when in fact no threat image projection is present. The feedback should clearly 
indicate in a screen that a tip object has been correctly identified/tip object has been 
missed/ that a TIP object has been missed/no TIP object was present. Information should be 
recorded in the database. 

 Different colour coding shall be used for feedback to the Operator. It is recommended that 
colour code “ Red for MISS” Green for “ HIT” and Yellow to “False Alarm or interrupt” be 
used. 

 The system shall automatically prepare the daily log of events for each shift and for each 
Operator performance. TIP log shall include particulars of Name of Operator, Time & date of 
threat image, weather threat image was successfully identified or missed etc. 
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 The report on Threat Image Projection system may have date and time (From- to) as per 
requirement. Operator particulars and decision/outcome i.e. MISS, HIT or False Alarm in 
percentage as well in absolute numbers, numbers of bags screened, categories such as 
explosives devices ammunition or weapon etc. 

 As a standard practice, daily/weekly /monthly report shall be retrieved. Report shall be for 
any given time and period, as per command. 

 All data should be stored on the system for a minimum of two months after it has been 
down loaded. No individual, regardless of access rights to the Threat Image Projection 
components would delete or amend any of threat image Projection data or time i.e. Threat 
Image Projection data on the actual X-ray machine will be read only file. 

19. SOFTWARE & SOFTWARE UPGRADE 

19.1 Copies of as-built software in executable code that are installed in the system at all levels 
should be provided. 

19.2 It shall be possible to customize a portion of software to meet specific operational 
requirements, when arise, of the Purchaser. 

19.3 Supplier should guarantee the supply of software upgrades for the service life of the scanner. 
Commercial/appropriate image processing software should be provided with each set of the 
image analysis workstation. Any software upgrades developed by the Supplier during the 
warranty, post warranty period and the AMC should also be made available promptly, installed 
and operators to be trained with software upgrades. 

20. RADIATION MONITORING AND ALARM SYSTEM 

20.1 Mobile X-ray Truck Scanner System must comply with the regulations of Atomic Energy 
Regulatory Board (AERB) of India and the bidder shall produce a no objection certificate (NOC) 
from AERB along with the offer or prior to completion of technical evaluation of the tender. 

20.2 The inspection system, while scanning 18m long trucks @ 24m/min, should operate within a 
radiation safety zone not exceeding 30m (L) and 40m(W) considering a 1mSv/year dose rate 
(0.5µSv/h). The bidder shall also describe the minimum operating area and required minimum 
exclusion area at 1 µSv/h and 2 µSv/h level dose rate. 

20.3 Radiation measurements shall be conducted on a line-up (4 – 6 numbers) of vehicles/ 
containers and shall be as per the procedure approved by AERB. Radiation dose at the 
boundary of radiation exclusion zone shall not exceed the limit prescribed by AERB for X-ray 
based mobile vehicle scanner facility. 

20.4 The Contractor shall provide a complete Radiation Monitoring and Alarm System comprising ion 
chamber radiation detectors, audible and visual alarms and connection to the X-ray System for 
emergency shut-off. Audible or visual alarm shall trigger if the measured radiation dose 
exceeds a pre-set level programmed by the operators. Dosimeter shall trip the X-ray System 
when it detects that alarm-level dosage has exceeded the limits and shall require manual reset 
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before the System can resume operation. Bidder to provide details of Radiation Monitoring 
and Alarm System. 

20.5 Scanning operation should be safe for, food, vegetables, pharmaceuticals, clothing, active 
medical supplies, electronic data media, or other commonly traded goods. Dose on cargo per 
Scanning shall not exceed 50 μSv (5mR) measured at the centre of testing position. 

20.6EachMTS System should be supplied with three (3) sets of radiation survey meters (ion chamber 
type), which should be able to measure with sufficient accuracy the dose rates (range 0.01 
μSv/hr to 10 mSv/hr) arising from pulsed radiation fields and should not get saturated / 
paralysed in high radiation field. The survey meters should be calibrated for ambient dose 
equivalent. Bidder to provide detailed specifications of the survey meter. 

20.7 A total of six (6) sets of calibrated portable dosimeters shall be provided for the individual 
operators to wear during the operation of the System for personal X-ray radiation monitoring 
at each site of System installation. Personal dosimeter shall be useful in the energy range 60 
keV to 8 MeV, dose rate range from 0.1 μSv/hr to 10 Sv/hr, and accuracies better than 20% or 
better in the 3-8 MeV range. Bidder to provide detailed specifications of the personal 
dosimeter. 

21.  SECURITY, SURVEILLANCE & COMMUNICATION 

21.1  An IP-based CCTV system (for indoor & outdoor applications) shall be installed to monitor the 
surrounding areas of the Vehicle, including the detector boom, for safety purposes with NVR 
capable of saving more than 30 days long video images. The Bidder shall provide detailed 
specification of the CCTV system, including cameras. 

21.2  A two-way radio system for communication between operators shall be provided. The number 
of terminals shall be minimum six. 

21.3  Two colour monitors of 32” or above, each connected with all necessary multiplexer(s) and 
split screen device(s) (installed in the control compartment) individually capable of 
simultaneous or sequential viewing of the pictures of all cameras or any single camera, should 
be available with the System 

21.4  Public address system shall be installed in the driver’s cabin. Weather-proof outdoor speaker of 
IP65 rating and push-to-talk handheld microphone shall be provided each on the operators' 
desk and driver cabin. In addition, five sets of walkie-talkie shall be provided for each MTS to 
communicate between operators’ in the MTS, supervisors and traffic marshal on the ground. 
Supplier shall secure and provide radiation warning signs, electrically operated boom barriers 
for controlled movement of trucks/vehicles, etc. As a part of boundary management, entire 
site and its perimeter will be kept under CCTV surveillance (with suitable number of cameras) 
with recording facility for 30 days and the same shall be provided by the Bidder, there should 
be laser ray based boundary pillars which will cut down scanning in case of any unauthorised 
entry during scanning . 
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22. UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEM & BATTERY BACKUP 

22.1 All Workstation(s) and the X-ray System LAN/Server and associated hardware, control 
electronics, communication hardware and the peripheral devices, shall be supported by a true 
on-line, double-conversion UPS system of sufficient ratings complete with backup batteries for 
a minimum backup time of 30 minutes. The transfer time shall be zero seconds. Make & model 
along with the proposed rating, technical specifications and compliance to relevant BIS 
specification should be provided. 

22.2 The backup batteries shall be rechargeable, heavy-duty, maintenance-free and fully sealed type 
with a guaranteed serviceable life of 10 years or above. The make & model along with the 
proposed rating and technical specifications and compliance to relevant BIS specification 
should be provided. 

23. PROVISIONS AT SITE 

23.1The MTS and its associated systems/equipment shall be able to fit into and operate within the 
maximum area of 120 meters long x 35 meters wide for scanning of 4-6 vehicles/ containers. 
This will include exclusion zone, supervisor’s office, maintenance shade etc. 

23.2A suitable shed approximately 15 meter x 4m x 5m(LxWxH)(based on the size of the equipment) 
will be constructed at an appropriate location at the site by the bidder, which will be used for 
parking as well as for servicing and repair of the equipment.  

24.  QUALITY CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

24.1The standards used shall be: 
 General Measurement: Metric 
 Electrical and mechanical: EC standard or equivalent 
 Electromagnetic compatibility: EC standard or equivalent 

24.2 All materials, components, equipment and system covered under this Specification/ Tender 
shall be designed, procured, manufactured, erected, commissioned and tested at all the 
stages, as per a comprehensive Quality Assurance Program, inspections and tests at works 
including shop inspection. Performance tests and test at site for all equipment and systems 
shall be as per respective codes and standards and also as required by the specification. 

24.3 In order to ensure the quality of the Mobile X-ray Truck Scanner System and site preparation 
works, the following inspection &tests shall be conducted. The Scanner will be accepted only 
after their successful completion. 

a) Pre Dispatch Inspection (PDI) or Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT)for Scanner System 
b) Joint Receipt Inspection(JRI) or Site Acceptance Tests (SAT)for Scanner System 
c) Tests and Trials 
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25. FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTS (FAT)/PRE DESPATCH INSPECTION (PDI) 

The Supplier shall provide within two months of the notification of award, a FAT document detailing 
the manner in which the FAT will be conducted and how each of the parameters will be checked. 
The Supplier shall provide the equipment, instruments, test jigs, etc., and make all necessary 
arrangements for conducting the FAT at his own cost. Supplier or its subcontractor(s) shall provide 
all reasonable facilities and assistance, including access to relevant drawings, design details and 
production data, to the Purchaser’s inspectors at no charge to the Purchaser. Representatives of the 
Purchaser will conduct FAT on each Mobile Truck Scanner System ordered. The cost of travel, board 
and lodge for Purchaser’s representatives shall be borne by the Purchaser. The following steps will 
be followed in conducting the FAT. 

a) The Purchaser shall make all FAT Documents available for review within two months of 
the notification of award. The documents shall provide details of the inspection and 
tests to be conducted, including the procedures for conducting the same, and where 
these will be conducted. It should describe how each parameter of the Mobile Truck 
Scanner System will be checked for conformity with the specified requirements. 

b)  Supplier shall provide all duly calibrated equipment, instruments & jigs/ devices, software 
& hardware modules, etc. and make all necessary arrangements for conducting the FAT. 
It is the responsibility of the Supplier to organise the agreed number of test cargo viz. a 
set of densely loaded vehicles, lightly loaded vehicles, mixed cargo containers, suitable 
simulants for narcotics, arms,  

c)  Documents in respect of all QA and QC, inspection reports of assemblies, sub-assemblies, 
components, type/ routine tests, etc. carried out during/ after manufacture shall be 
made available to the Purchasers’ representatives to ensure that the system meets the 
Purchasers’ requirements/ complies with industrial standards for these classes of 
Systems. All materials supplied or used in the manufacturing shall be new and 
accompanied by valid and approved materials certificates, tests and inspection reports. 
Supplier in consultation with Purchaser shall provide at least ten (10) reference/test 
articles for inspection and record their images, which will also be used during on-site 
trials. 

d)  FAT shall be conducted as per the agreed document. FAT hall include the system as a 
whole, including through-put and radiation measurements. Representatives of the 
Purchaser will, within 10 days from the date of FAT, give notice in writing to the Bidder 
of any deficiency in meeting the tender requirements or in any specification / parameter 
of the equipment and workmanship, which in his opinion is not in accordance with the 
contract. The Supplier shall give due consideration to such deficiencies and shall either 
make the modification that may be necessary to meet the said observations or shall 
confirm in writing to the Purchaser that no modifications are necessary to comply with 
the contract. 

e)  The Supplier shall resubmit such goods to the Purchaser’s inspectors for conducting re-
inspection/ re test. If the scanner or its sub-systems fail to conform to the required 
specifications and standards, the Purchaser’s inspector may reject them and the Supplier 
shall either replace the rejected goods or make alterations necessary to meet the 
specifications and standards, as required, free of cost to the Purchaser. 
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f)  Purchaser’s contractual right to inspect, test and, if necessary, reject the goods after the 
goods’ arrival at the final destination shall have no bearing of the fact that the goods 
have previously been inspected and cleared by Purchaser’s inspectors during pre-
despatch inspection i.e. FAT. 

g)  Supplier shall despatch the Mobile Truck Scanner System or its sub-system (in case partial 
FAT has been agreed upon) only after obtaining the specific advice of the Purchaser in 
writing once FAT has been carried out and goods have been accepted by the Purchaser, 
in writing, after resolving the deficiencies communicated if any. 

26. SITE ACCEPTANCE TESTS (SAT)/JOINT RECEIPT  INSPECTION(JRI) 

The Supplier shall submit within four months of the notification of award, SAT document detailing 
the manner in which the SAT will be conducted and how each of the parameters will be checked for 
conformity with the specified requirements. After installing and commissioning the Mobile Truck 
Scanner System, the Supplier shall intimate to the Purchaser the dates for SAT at least one month in 
advance. The Supplier shall provide the equipment, instruments, test jigs, etc., and make all 
necessary arrangements for conducting the SAT at his own cost. However, the cost of travel, board 
and lodging of the Board members of the Purchaser will be borne by the Purchaser. The Supplier, in 
co-ordination with the Purchaser Board shall carry out SAT to verify that the equipment fulfils the 
specifications according to the Contract Document and the Tender Specifications. The following 
steps will be followed in conducting the SAT. 

a) Supplier shall provide all duly calibrated equipment, instruments & jigs, software & 
hardware modules, etc. and make all necessary arrangements for conducting the 
SAT/JRI. However, it will be the responsibility of the Purchaser to organise necessary test 
cargo viz. a set of densely loaded vehicles, lightly loaded vehicles, mixed cargo, suitable 
simulators/samples for narcotics, arms, ammunitions, explosives, fake currency, IED 
Parts etc. Supplier in consultation with Purchaser shall provide at least ten (10) 
reference/test articles for inspection and record their images, which will be used during 
on-site trials. 

c) d) Functionality test will be an integrated test to confirm that the system, as whole 
including safety interlocks, is working properly and according to specification after 
delivery. Functionality test may, if desired by the Purchaser, include the same elements 
as in SAT, or other elements mutually agreed upon. Supplier shall conduct imaging with 
at least ten (10) test articles as well as actual (live) vehicles/cargo trucks to be 
coordinated with and approved by the Purchaser. If it failed the test , the Supplier will be 
permitted to repeat the test three times after modifications. 

e) Purchaser interfaces test will be conducted to review the Purchaser interface for the 
system together with representatives (operators & image interpreters) of the Purchaser. 
It will require making checklists and evaluate every screen shot and dialog box. The test 
is to verify the user friendliness of control and imaging software. Observations should be 
logged and if required adjustments should be made and noted. This will also test the 
connectivity of the Supplier’s system to the Purchaser’s intranet system and transport of 
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the images to the Purchaser’s network for review and interpretation at off-site locations. 
The result of this test should be documented. 

f) Supplier will be responsible for planning and working out all the tests. The documentation 
check test should include test plans and test cases for the system documentation that is 
relevant for the daily use. This test shall confirm that the documentation contain 
information relevant for implementing the system. The result of this test should be 
documented. 

27. FACILITY INSPECTION &ACCEPTANCE 

The Facility acceptance shall be carried out after successful completion of all tests in respect of 
Scanner and shall include: 

a) Physical inspection of the Facility for quality & completeness of all works. 
b) Review of quality assurance & inspection reports generated during construction. 
c) Functioning of storm water drainage, service water supply, etc. 
d) Functioning of fire detection, mitigation and fighting systems. 
e) Functioning of electrical systems and fittings & fixtures 

28. TEST & TRIALS 

28.1 After successful completion of all tests and inspections, Mobile Truck Scanner System shall be 
at the Purchaser’s disposal for a trial period of 30 days. 

28.2 During trial period the Purchaser will operate the system. If the Mobile Truck X-ray Scanner 
System works in accordance with the agreed specifications and without faults or malfunctions. 
If any fault or malfunctions are noted, the same shall be rectified and a further trial period of 
one month (30 days) shall be added to permit an additional attempt to meet contract 
specifications. For this extension of one month, the warranty period would be extended by 
two months. Only one extension of one month shall be granted. If the functioning of the 
system is not faultless in this extended period, no further extension shall be granted and the 
contract shall be liable for cancellation. The decision of the Purchaser in this regard shall be 
final and binding on the Bidder. 

28.3 Purchaser shall in no case be responsible for any loss of damage that may occur to the rejected 
stores while these are in its premises. 

29. FINAL ACCEPTANCE/ COMPLETION OF WORK 

29.1 On satisfactory completion of trials Completion of Work shall be affected by the Purchaser as 
follows: 

a) Mobile Truck Scanner System will be handed over to the Purchaser by the Supplier after 
commissioning with all the specified certificates, free of recommendations and remarks, at 
the location of installation. 
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b) The Purchaser will take delivery of the Mobile Truck Scanner System and sign the Delivery & 
Acceptance Certificate. 

c) Acceptance of the Mobile Truck Scanner System by the Purchaser shall be subject to receipt by 
the Purchaser of the following documents (soft & hard copies) and items from the Supplier: 

(i) Record of inspection, tests &trials of the Mobile Truck Scanner System including test 
reports review documents submitted/ accepted during PDI and JRI. 

(ii) Record of inventory of the equipment of the Mobile Truck Scanner System. This includes, 
besides the delivery of Mobile Truck Scanner System and its associated systems required 
for operation, all the accessories and tools, fixtures, test equipment, etc. required for 
maintenance or calibration purposes. The inventory shall also include all computer 
based systems such as servers, workstations, printers, terminals, communication 
systems & components, operating and application software and other hardware & 
software mentioned in PDI and JRI. 

(iii) Scanning system manuals, operation& maintenance manuals and operating manuals for 
other equipment, drawings and plans pertaining to the Mobile Truck Scanner System as 
stipulated in the specifications; 

(iv) Copy of all applications / correspondence made with AERB or any other statutory 
authority and their approvals / correspondences including stipulations for operations 
within the site of installation and in public; 

(v) Declaration of Warranty of the Supplier that the Mobile Truck X-ray Scanner System is/ 
are delivered to the Purchaser free and clear of any liens, charges, claims, mortgages, or 
other encumbrances upon the Purchaser ’s title thereto, and in particular, that the 
Systems is/ are absolutely free of all burdens in the nature of imposts, taxes or charges 
imposed by the prefecture or country of the port of delivery, as well as of all liabilities of 
the Supplier to its subcontractor, employees and of all liabilities including those of third 
parties arising from the operation of Systems, in trials, or otherwise, prior to delivery. 
The Supplier further covenants to save the Purchaser harmless from any and all claims, 
suits, actions or other legal proceedings that might arise from any one or all of the 
aforementioned causes that might be brought against the Purchaser. 

30. PERIODIC QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKS/TESTS & SURVEILLANCE 

30.1 Once the Scanner System is put under regular operation, it shall undergo periodic 
quality assurance checks/tests to ensure that the system/ sub-systems, safety features 
& interlocks, surveillance instruments, etc., are working as per the requisite 
specifications and design intent. Regular surveys of radiation field/ dose rates shall 
have to be made to ascertain that these are not exceeding the limits prescribed by 
AERB. 

30.2 The periodicity of such checks/ tests/ surveillance will be decided based on the 
system/sub-system/ instrument involved or as prescribed by the Regulator. (Bidder, if 
so desire, may propose the item-wise periodicity of quality assurance checks/tests and 
surveillance in his bid). 

****** 
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Annexure B 

This document should be consulted with the main Draft QRs/ Specifications (annexure A) for any clarification, any 
comments given here must commensurate with the requirements given in main document. 

1. Functional Specifications: 

S. No Requirement 

Response - 
Yes/No 

Details 

1 Able to scan and display full image of any type of  vehicle from the axle level to the top of the 
vehicle, without corner cut off. Give details of lowest & highest vehicle  scanning capability.     

2 

Can assist the operator to detect the following:-  
(i) Various types firearms, explosives, components used in weapons and  fabrication of improvised    
explosive devices gun silencers, various telescopic sights, night vision devices, radio equipments,, 
which could be concealed in the vehicle..   
(ii) Precious metals, etc.(concealed or otherwise)  
(iii) Narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances (concealed or otherwise).  
(iv) Human being 
(v) Fake currency     

3 Fully mobile mounted on a single chassis truck      
4 Latest Accelerator  based Dual energy X-Ray system     

5 Alert (visual/audio) to notify the operator in case the system is unable to penetrate a truck because 
of unusually dense packing of goods, enabling him to advise manual inspection     

6 Fully self contained with power backup (Generator & UPS)     

7 MTS system able to connect with standard electrical power source available in India. Should have 
protection against surges in power grid or utility power      

8 
Comply with recommendations of Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) of India or those of an 
internationally acceptable Regulatory Body to ensure radiation safety for the operators and also 
not cause any radiation harm to the normal and legal cargo like foodstuff, medicines, photographic     
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films etc   

9 Allow uninterrupted scanning of vehicles in all weather conditions on 24 hours per day seven days 
a week basis     

10 Capability to operate in night-time also and can sufficient lighting & other arrangements be 
provided for such operation     

11 Threat Image Projection software shall be incorporated to test the operators alertness     
12 Capable of Dual Energy Emission so that it can look for high and low atomic density objects       

13 

Data/Image Processing System.  
(i) All the latest AI/ML/Deep learning based software needed for operation of the machine is inbuilt.  
(ii) The Operating System is based on any multitasking Operating System supported 
internationally.  
(iii) Transfer the pictures/info of the scanned objects to any office through network in real time.  
(iv) Stores the registration number of each scanned vehicle together with the resulting scan image 
along with scanned documents such as notes etc.  
(v) Stores images of scans and associated documents which shall be retrievable by time and date 
or vehicle number, shows vehicle registration number, description of goods etc and assist the 
image interpreter to find earlier scan results of same vehicle.  
(vi) Assist the image interpreter to make annotations on screen in the scanned picture so that 
these can be printed out and stored together with the picture.  
(vii) Have built-in self-test and fault diagnostic capability/facility, provide provisions to check the 
health of various sub systems and alert image interpreter on; faults, deterioration in components 
performance such as functioning of detectors and its associated electronics etc.  
(viii) Data security -.Secures all data and analytical results with three levels of user access control 
viz operator, supervisor, and administrator.      

14 

Safety and Health Requirements.  
(i) Electrical Safety. Fulfil all legal regulations on safety and health requirements to comply with the 
Indian Electrical Code standards and other international safety requirements   
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(ii) Radiation Safety - Comply with Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) regulations in force in 
India or those of an internationally acceptable Regulatory Body( like ANSI/IEC etc). If ‘Yes’, 
Certificate of Compliance from accreditation lab for radiation safety be provided.  
 
(iii) Other Safety - Designed and manufactured as per applicable international safety standards 
and regulation, should provide CCTV cameras, warning lights and alarms, emergency stops and 
interlocks. The status of safety system should be displayed on a control panel. The scanner 
should be provided with measurements of radiation exclusion zone, warning signs, light & alarms, 
IR barriers and fences. 
 

15 

Designed and manufactured as per the stipulations of international standards for vehicle scanner 
equipment. Should have requisite certification as an approved design and product concerning 
ionizing radiation in the country of manufacture as well meets the requirements of Indian Atomic 
Energy Regulatory Board in this regard       

16 
Self-shielded and does not require any additional construction for protection from radiation by the 
scanner.  Possible to quick relocation of the system, the time required for the same may be 
indicated     

17 Capable of providing the complete warranty and post warranty services & maintenance support      
18 High reliability & availability and on-site maintainability of system as a whole     

19 Capability to print all items of an image data set to include the xray image, video capture, snap 
shots, notes  etc      

20 Designed and manufactured to prevent corrosion by weather, airborne pollution, ice inhibiting road 
chemicals, geographic operating environment, galvanic reaction     

21 Provide adequate training programme (classroom and hands-on) on the scanner and associated 
systems to train the operators         

22 Provide classroom video and on-the-job training aids (Refresher cadre and training program as 
well as train-the-trainer courses to be developed)     

23 Provide product support for a minimum period of 15 years including software and hardware 
upgrades      

24 Requirements to install and operate, to enable to achieve minimum throughput, e.g. space     
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including radiation exclusion zone, electricity, communication lines, etc  

25 Physical dimensions of MTS. Dimensional drawings showing general arrangement of the scanner 
and its associate systems shall be provided.       

 
2. Technical specifications: 

S. No Requirement Response - Yes/No Details 
1.  Type of technology  X-ray    
2.  X ray Generator (Energy 

Type) 
Dual Energy   

3.  View Full image of vehicle   
4.  Scanner  system Mobile   
5.  Energy - Main 6 MeV   
6.  Energy - Secondary Differential of 2-3 MeV   
7.  Penetration Capability 330 mm of steel   
8.  Spatial Resolution 2-3 mm or better at any 

location in vehicle 
  

9.  Contrast sensitivity 1-2% or better behind 100 
mm of steel 

  

10.  Wire detection (in free air) 1 mm or better in free air   
11.  Material discrimination low–Z organic, low-Z 

inorganic, high–Z inorganic, 
very high-Z inorganic, and 
intermediate materials; 
capable of estimating atomic 
no. 

  

12.  Image storage 10,00,000 Images   
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S. No Requirement Response - Yes/No Details 
13.  Throughput 20 vehicle per hour   
14.  Scan speed 0.4 m/s   
15.  Object Dimensions W-2.9m,/ H-min-0.16m / 

max-5.2m/ any length 
  

16.  Scan Size Must be able to display the 
entire length of the 
conveyance scanned and its 
height from wheel axle to  
the top, without corner cut 
off. 

  

17.  Scan height 0.16m above ground to top   
18.  Threat Detection Assisted through AI/ML 

/Deep learning and image 
library 

  

19.  Density threshold alert Capable with audio alarm   
20.  Release/ hold decision Suspect/ non suspect and 

store image data set 
  

21.  Image processing software Latest software with AI/ML 
capabilities, Minimum 15 
years of software up 
gradation 

  

22.  Image processing 
hardware 

superior multi-tasking 
hardware  system 
upgradable with software; 

  

23.  Redundancy features Adequate provisions   
24.  Safety Interlocks Safety interlocks should be 

achieved by different 
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S. No Requirement Response - Yes/No Details 
technologies such as 
electrical, electronic, optical 
and magnetic which should 
ensure failsafe operation of 
the scanner system.  

25.  Regulatory requirements AERB; Radiation dose not 
exceed 0.5 micro Sv/hr; 
dose on vehicle per 
scanning shall not exceed 
100mR 

  

26.  Radiation monitoring and 
alarm system 

Radiation monitoring & 
alarm system comprising ion 
chamber radiation detectors, 
audible and visual alarms 
and connection to the X-ray 
System for emergency shut 
off  

  

27.  Electrical safety comply Indian electrical 
code and standards 

  

28.  Data management secure with three levels of 
user access control  

  

29.  Security and safety CCTV ( PTZ )with DVR , 
audio alarms, visual alarms;  

  

30.  Emergency stop-auto 
shutdown 

Equipped   

31.  Self-diagnostic Built in capability   
32.  Optical character 

recognition - OCR 
efficacy of 95% or higher;    
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S. No Requirement Response - Yes/No Details 
33.  ANPR/ OCR Shall have license plate 

reading capability 
  

34.  Cargo viewing Suitable software to interpret 
image 

  

35.  Mode of operation Conveyance being scanned 
is not moving 

  

36.  System operate 24x7 with availability 
95% 

  

37.  Rated life at least 15 years   
38.  Environment and weather 

conditions 
-30 to+55 degree C, 0-100% 
humidity,  environment  and 
driving rain (100 mm per 
hour) with wind speed up to 
100 kmph 

  

39.  Corrosion protection Available   
40.  Power supply power supply source  3 

phase, 50 Hz 
  

 

 

Note: This document should be consulted with the main Draft QRs/ Specifications( annexure A) for any clarification,  
any comments given here must commensurate with the requirements given in main draft QR document. 
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1. Test object positions( As per ANSI 42.46-2008) 
 

At a minimum, all tests shall be performed at the three positions described 
below. Tests may also be performed at additional positions that shall be described 
in the test report. For example, if neither of the required positions corresponds to 
the location of maximum penetration, then additional tests may be performed at 
that location to demonstrate the system’s maximum penetration performance. If 
performance at a position other than the three required positions is critical to a 
particular inspection location, then testing at one or more such additional locations 
may be specified. 

At each test position, the surface at the center of the test objects shall be 
oriented perpendicular to the radiation beam axis. For transmission imaging 
systems, the test object is placed behind the steel blocking plates; i.e., the 
blocking plates are between the energy source and the test object. For 
backscatter imaging systems, the test object is between the energy source and 
the mounting plate to which it is affixed, and any blocking plates are between the 
energy source and test object. 

The locations for the two required test positions are described below. The 
positioning precision shall be within ±2 cm. 
a)  Horizontal Location. For transmission imaging systems, all test positions 
are on the centerline of the scan area. 
b)  Vertical Location. The height of the test positions is measured from the 
ground for an open system or from the bottom of the scan area for an enclosed 
system. For a side-view system, the test positions are at ¼ , ½  and ¾ of the 
maximum vertical dimension (height) of the scan area. For top- or bottom-view 
systems, the required test positions are at ¼ , ½ and ¾  the width of the scan area 
at the mid-height of the scan area. If a system has more than one view, multiple 
test runs shall be performed with the test objects located at the required test 
position for each view. 

Examples of the required test positions for different types of vehicle and 
cargo transmission inspection systems are shown below in Figure 1. In these 
figures, “h” is the height of the scan area and “w” is the width. The test positions 
for transmission systems are marked “x” and are at ¼ h , ½ h and ¾ h on the 
vertical centerline for the side-view systems and at ¼ w, ½ w and ¾ w on the 
horizontal centerline for the top view system.  
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                  Side-viewing pallet system                                                   Top-viewing pallet 
system 
 
 
 

 
 
                      Truck or cargo container system                                   Railroad car 
inspection system 
 
                 Figure 1 —Test object locations for different types of inspection systems 
 
 
 

¾ h ¾h 
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¾ h 
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2. Penetration( As per ANSI 42.46-2008) 

The objective of this test is to measure the maximum thickness of steel 
through which the orientation of a specified test object can be determined in an x-
ray or gamma-ray image. 
Part A. The test objects and test procedures differ for transmission and 
backscatter imaging. For transmission imaging, an arrow-shaped test object 
located behind steel plates is scanned. The resulting image is examined to 
determine the orientation of the arrow. Steel plates are incrementally added until 
the target orientation can no longer be determined. 
a)  The test object is a steel arrowhead shape 30 cm long and 30 cm wide as 
shown in Figure 2 with its thickness (x) approximately 20% of the expected 
measured penetration. More specifically, the test object thickness will be 20% 
(rounded up to the nearest 0.6 cm or ¼ in) of the combined thickness of the steel 
blocking plates used for the penetration test; i.e., penetration is measured at a 
standard contrast of 20%. The test to be conducted at different test object 
positions as described in  para 1(page 3) above. 
 
                               Rear view                                                    Side view 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
                     All dimensions in centimeters 
             Figure 2 —Penetration test object 
b)  Additional tests using a different test object design, such as different 
material, thickness or shape are at the manufacturer’s discretion and shall be so 
noted in relevant test documents in addition to the test results obtained for the test 
described in this sub clause. 
c)  The test object shall be mounted on a steel plate so that it can be rotated to 
point up, down, left, or right and with the center of mass of the arrow at the center 
of mass of the plate. The center of the source side surface of the mounting plate 
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shall be at the appropriate locations as described in Figure 2 indicates the arrow 
pointing to the right. 
d)  To conduct the test, the orientation of the arrow test object is randomly 
varied to point up, down, left or right as steel blocking plates are added between 
the source and the test object. The thickness of the test object shall be increased 
as necessary to maintain the 20% relationship with the steel blocking plates. The 
operator shall not be informed of the direction in which the arrow is pointed as 
plates are added. After the test object and plates are scanned, the operator 
examines the image and reports the orientation of the arrow. The greatest 
thickness of steel plates (total thickness of blocking plates plus thickness of test 
object mounting plate) through which the orientation of the test object can be 
correctly reported is the maximum penetration for that test object location. 
e)  Separation between the steel plates in the direction normal to the plates is 
allowed but the measurement of penetration is the sum of the combined 
measured thicknesses of the plates only. 
f)  All test objects and plates shall be of carbon steel of one of the following 
designations: (C1008, C1018, C45, A36), and the blocking plates shall be at least 
60 cm × 60 cm in size. Steel plates of different thicknesses and larger areas may 
be used. 
g)  Figure 2 illustrates a representative test fixture to hold the test object and 
steel plates in the proper orientation. This illustration is provided only as a 
suggestion, and alternative test fixtures meeting the above requirements may be 
used. 
 
Part .B The test objects shall consist of weapons, ammunition and explosives, 
gun silencers, telescopic sights, night vision devices, radio equipments etc, the 
example of few are as follows:- 

 Pistol 9x19 mm   - 1 
 Rifle Ak series 7.62x39mm  - 2 
 Rifle INSAS 5.56x45mm  - 2 
 LMG 7.62x51mm   - 1 
 Ammunition 9x19 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 5.56x45 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 7.62x51 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 7.62x39 mm  - 10 
 TNT slab    - 2 
 Plastic explosives 100 gms pkt - 2  
 Grenades    - 4 
 Various parts of assorted arms  

Including gun Silencers  - 20 
 NVD & Telescopic sights  - 1 each 
 Radio Equipment   - 1 

 
A stack of 100 bundles of paper similar to currency note bundle to be used 

for test. 10 packets of 1kg salt to be used for test of Narcotics/ Psychotropic 
substances. 
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The test object(s) shall be kept behind the steel plate  with 300mm thickness. 
The test object can be placed in direction of radiation or perpendicular to radiation 
along other two axis (Figure D). The test object can be placed with front end facing 
radiation or back end facing radiation. The operator shall not be informed about the 
test object(s). 

The operator with the help of software should be able to distinguish test 
object(s) clearly. 

 
3. Spatial resolution ( As per ANSI 42.46-2008) 

 The objective of this test is to measure the minimum separation between 
the features of a test object for which the individual features can be distinguished 
in an x-ray or gamma-ray image. Specifically, the test object has either three slots 
or three rods, and spatial resolution is measured as the smallest separation 
between the slots or rods for which all three are fully visible on the image. 

The spatial resolution test is performed in air; i.e., without blocking plates. 
Both horizontal and vertical resolution shall be measured; the former with the test 
object mounted vertically and the latter with the test object mounted horizontally. 

 
Test objects and procedure for transmission imaging are as follows: 

a)  The spatial resolution test object is a steel line-pair gauge; either one with 
three slots in a steel plate [Figure 3a)] or one with three square steel rods on a 
base [Figure 3b)]. In each test object, the three features (slots or rods) are of 
width “d”, are separated by the same distance “d” and are 10 cm long; the 
thickness of each gauge also is “d.” The line-pair gauges shall be constructed of 
carbon steel of one of the following designations: (C1008, C1018, C45, A36). If 
necessary for ease of fabrication, the slot corners may be rounded. 

 
                      a) Slots in a plate                                                                                                   b) Square rods 
                                            Figure 3 —Spatial resolution line-pair gauge 
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b) Each line-pair gauge design is repeated with different dimensions for “d” in 
order to determine the minimum distance “d” that is the spatial resolution for the 
system. In order to determine the minimum discernable distance, the range of 
feature sizes or dimension “d” shall include at least one size that is too small for 
the separate features to be distinguishable in the image. The feature size 
increments for different size ranges are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 —Line-pair gauge feature sizes 
 
 
 
 

 
 

c)  To determine horizontal spatial resolution, the test object is oriented on the test 
fixture so that the length of the slots or rods is aligned with the vertical direction 
defined by the detector array or beam plane and scan direction as in Figure 4(a). 
To measure vertical spatial resolution, the test object is rotated 90° on the test 
fixture as in figure 4(b) so that the slots or rods are oriented horizontally, 
perpendicular to the direction defined by the detector array or beam plane. 
 

                                          
 
 
Figure 4 —Test object orientation to measure horizontal and vertical spatial 
resolution 
d)  To conduct the test, a line-pair gauge is scanned in either the horizontal or 
vertical orientation. If all three of the slots or all three of the rods are fully visible 
(beginnings and ends of the features are observed in both length and breadth) on 
the image, repeat the test using the test object gauge with the next smallest 
feature size. Continue until the three individual features are not fully visible on 
the image. If all of the features can not be fully distinguished on the first test, 
repeat the test using the line-pair gauge with the next larger feature size, and 
continue until each of the three individual features are fully visible on the image. 
e)  When the above series is completed, rotate the test object 90° and repeat 
the above sequence. Repeat the test  at different test object positions as 
described at  para 1(page 3) above.  

Range of feature size d in mm Feature size increment in mm 
1 mm–10 mm 1 mm 
10 mm–25 mm 2.5 mm 

Greater than 25 mm 5mm 
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f)  Test data shall be recorded. The minimum feature size in each direction is 
the measurement of horizontal or vertical spatial resolution. The minimum feature 
sizes or spatial resolutions for each direction might or might not be the same. Test 
documentation shall include the minimum feature size “d” recorded to the nearest 
0.5 mm and the details of the line-pair gauge representing minimum resolution, 
including material, design and overall dimensions measured to the nearest 3 mm; 
all measurements shall be in mm. 
 
4. Wire detection ( As per ANSI 42.46-2008) 

The objective of this test is to determine the smallest diameter wire that is 
visible in the x-ray or gamma-ray image. This test measures wire detection in air. 
The manufacturer may choose also to measure wire detection behind steel 
blocking plates as in a typical operational requirement. In that case the following 
procedures shall be followed with the additional documentation of the thicknesses 
of steel through which each wire was detected. 
The test objects and test procedures differ for transmission and backscatter 
imaging. In both cases, the test measures the minimum diameter copper wire that 
is visible in the image of a test object scanned in air. Repeat the test  at different 
test object positions as described at para 1(page 3) above.  
The test object and procedure for transmission imaging are as follows: 
a)  The test object consists of a number of approximately parallel copper wires 
of varying diameters shaped in a sinusoidal pattern normal to the beam. A typical 
test object is shown for illustrative purposes in Figure C. All wires shall be of solid 
bare copper of sufficient length for six periods with an amplitude of approximately 
2.5 cm (1 in) and a periodicity of approximately 4.5 cm (1.75 in), although thicker 
wires may necessitate larger periods. 
b)  The test object contains several wires of different diameters. The wires 
may be mounted on a backing material as shown in Figure C. Alternatively , they 
may be supported in a frame only at their ends if they can maintain the required 
shape. 
c)  Typical wire detection test objects have historically used wires with 
diameters from 2.59 mm (10 AWG) to 0.51 mm (24 AWG). For this standard, the 
manufacturer shall be allowed to select the thicknesses of wires to be used. The 
thinnest wire used shall be thinner than the minimum visible diameter. 
d)  To measure wire detection, the center of the test object shall be placed at 
the locations and orientation. The test shall be run with the axes of the wires 
parallel to the ground (i.e., horizontal) and then perpendicular to the ground (i.e., 
vertical). The test object shall be scanned at each test location for each direction 
of the wires, and each resulting image examined by the operator. A wire shall be 
considered as detected (visible) if the majority of its length, or at least three 
periods, can be seen on the image. The minimum detectable wire diameter is 
reported as the wire resolved for the respective test object location and wire 
direction. 
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                                   Figure C 
 
5. Contrast sensitivity ( As per ANSI 42.46-2008) 

The objective of this test is to measure the minimum increase in steel 
thickness visible in an x-ray. 

For transmission imaging, a thin arrow-shaped steel test object is located 
behind steel blocking plates of a specified thickness. The test object is scanned 
and the image examined to determine the orientation of the arrow. The minimum 
thickness of a visible test object is measured. The test object and procedure for 
transmission imaging are according to the following list. 
a)  The test object is a thin steel sheet with the same arrowhead shape as the 
30 cm × 30 cm steel test object used to measure penetration. It may consist of 
thin steel pieces (shims) capable of being stacked on one another to vary the total 
thickness or it may be a single piece of steel. The test object (individual arrow or a 
stack) shall be mounted on a steel plate so that it can be rotated to point up, 
down, left or right and with its center of mass at the center of mass of the plate. 
The center of the source side surface of the mounting plate shall be at the 
appropriate locations as described at para 1(page 3). 
b)  The test objects, shims, test object mounting plate and blocking plates 
shall be of carbon steel of one of the following designations: (C1008, C1018, C45, 
A36); the 60 cm × 60 cm blocking plates are the same as those used to measure 
penetration. 
c)  Contrast sensitivity shall be determined for three thicknesses of steel 
blocking plates. These are at total thicknesses (thickness of blocking plates plus 
test object mounting plate) equal to 10%, 50%, and 80% of the maximum 
penetration thickness determined according to test above. Separation between 
the steel plates in the direction normal to the plates is allowed, but the 
measurement of total thickness is the sum of the combined measured thicknesses 
of the plates only. 
d)  To conduct the test, the test object is placed behind a total thickness of 
steel blocking plates and test object mounting plate equal to 10% of the maximum 
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penetration. The orientation of the test object is randomly set with the arrow 
pointing up, down, left or right. The operator shall not be informed of the direction 
in which the arrow is pointed. After the steel blocking plates and test object are 
scanned, the operator examines the resulting image and reports the orientation of 
the arrow. The thickness of the test object is increased or decreased to determine 
the minimum test object thickness at which the arrow orientation is correctly 
determined. 
e)  The contrast sensitivity is the ratio of the minimum thickness of the test 
object to the total thickness of the steel blocking plates and test object mounting 
plate, expressed as a percentage. 
f)  The above procedures shall be repeated for a total measured thickness of 
steel blocking plates plus test object mounting plate equal to 50% and 80% of the 
measured penetration. The resulting contrast sensitivity shall be determined for 
each total thickness. Repeat the test  at different test object positions as 
described at para 1(page 3) above.  
g)  Documentation for this test shall include the total measured thickness of 
the steel blocking plates and test object mounting plate at the 10%, 50%, and 
80% thicknesses; the measured thickness of the test object for each trial (scan) 
and the resulting visibility of the arrow orientation (correctly detected or not); and 
the resulting measured contrast sensitivity for the 10%, 50%, and 80% 
thicknesses. 
 
6.  Material discrimination capability (As per IEC 62523-2010) 
 

The manufacturer shall state the material discrimination capability of a 
multiple energy system, if the system has such a capability. 

a)         The test apparatus shall consist of 4 testing samples made of lead, steel, 
aluminium, and graphite respectively. 

b)        The dimensions of the samples are shown in Figure 5, in which the 
stepped samples of different thicknesses are used to cover the whole range 
of inspection. The specified stepped thicknesses for each material are shown 
in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 – Thicknesses for each material 
 

Thickness 
mm 

Material 

 
T1 

 
T2 

 
T3 

 
T4 

 
T5 

lead 10 20 40 60 100 
steel 15 30 60 90 150 

aluminium 40 80 160 250 400 
graphite 100 200 400 600 N/A 

c)          Each edge of every rectangular surface of all stepped samples shall not 
be less than 200 mm. 
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d)              A testing sample should be placed perpendicular to  the radiation 
beam  (refer to Figure 5)  at the centre of the inspection dimension. The 
length of the test samples are oriented parallel to the ground. 

e)             Scan the apparatus and inspect the image using image processing 
tools available on the inspection system. Record the scanning speed and 
other particulars as stated in 6.3. 

f)             Different materials should be displayed in different hues in the 
scanned image of the inspection system. A material with different thickness 
should be displayed in the same hue. Additional software may be used for 
analysis of the image colour. 
             A system that can distinguish one material from another material 
(Table 2) shall be able to display the same material with at least two different 
thicknesses as the same hue.  A system that can discriminate different 
materials shall be able to distinguish at least two materials from any other 
materials in Table 2. Repeat the test  at different test object positions as 
described at para 1(page 3) above.  

g)              Additional measurements with blocking material can be made based 
upon agreement between the user and the manufacturer. 

h)              Discrimination capability may be used based upon agreement 
between the user and the manufacturer. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

     

 

 

Figure 5 – A test sample for material discrimination capability test 
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7. THREAT DETECTION 
 
 This test to be performed to check following in vehicles at the time of 

scanning: 
(a)  Contraband goods viz. all types of fire arms, ammunition, explosives, 
components used in fabrication of improvised explosive devices, fake currency, 
precious metals etc. 
(b)  Human beings hidden in false cavities in vehicles. 
(c) Narcotic drugs and Psychotropic substances etc.  

I. The test objects shall consist of weapons, ammunition and explosives as follows: 
 Pistol 9x19 mm   - 1 
 Rifle AK series 7.62x39mm - 2 
 Rifle INSAS 5.56x45mm  - 2 
 LMG 7.62x51mm   - 1 
 Ammunition 9x19 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 5.56x45 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 7.62x51 mm  - 10 
 Ammunition 7.62x39 mm  - 10 
 TNT slab    - 2 
 Plastic explosives 100 gms pkt - 2  
 Grenade    - 4 
 Various parts of assorted arms  

Including gun silencers  - 20 
 NVD & Telescopic sight  - 1 each 
 Radio Equipment   - 1 

II. A stack of 100 bundles of paper similar to currency note bundle to be used for test. 
III. 10 packets of 1kg salt to be used for test of Narcotics/ Psychotropic substances 
IV. Fill entire truck with sand filled bags/ iron plates/ cement bags/iron rods etc. 
V. All the weapons (incl. Pistol) used shall be placed separately. As per figure D, 

these weapons shall be oriented parallel, perpendicular and at 45º 
respectively to the radiation beam, their barrel may be in both directions ie 
towards / away from radiation direction, within the gaps made between 
materials as described at IV above. Their positions must be recorded. 

VI. The ammunition, explosives, paper bundles and salt packets, in singles or in 
bundles/stacks/ boxes shall be placed separately and randomly throughout the 
length, breadth and height of the truck in xyz axis in which the x axis is direction 
of radiation. Their position must be recorded. 

VII. The position of Test materials Should be: 
a) As per test object positions as described at Para 1(page 3). 
b) Additionally Test objects to be placed at A,B & C places as per figure E. 

VIII. Scan the truck and inspect the image using image processing tools available on 
the inspection system. Record the scanning speed and other particulars. 
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IX. If all the weapons, ammunitions, explosives, paper bundles and salt packets are 
identifiable and distinguished as separated entities in the image by the operator 
with the help of system software, record the result. 

X. Once again repeat the process by changing the alignment of weapons, 
ammunitions, explosives, paper bundles and salt packets. The alignment of all 
test material should be such that the radiation beam falls on each surface of test 
object at least once during the test. Record the result. Repeat the test  at 
different test object positions as described at  para 1(page 3) above.  

XI. Additional testing with steel plate used as blocking material can be made based 
upon agreement between the user and the manufacturer. The thickness of the 
steel plate shall be at 50% to 80% of  penetrat ion l imit  of  MTS. 
 

 

     

 
Figure D 
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Figure E 
 

8. Density threshold alert 
 This check to be performed to determine whether the system gives out 
warning in case of presence of non- penetrating materials in the scanned object. 
The System shall be able to alert the operator of presence of non-penetrating 
materials based on programmable density threshold. System should also be 
capable of generating alert regarding presence of different high density materials 
within the same cargo. 

a) First program the density threshold at 300 mm in the system. 
b) The test apparatus is shown in Figure 6. The length of each 

side of the rectangular steel plate shall not be less than 500 
mm. The bottom of the plate shall be parallel to the ground. 

c) The total absorber Lead plate should be placed at the centre 
of the steel plate. The total thickness of the steel plate should 
not be less than 305 mm. 

d) The test apparatus should be placed perpendicular to the 
radiation beam at the centre of the inspection dimension. 

e) Scan the apparatus and check if the system gives out any 
audio/visual warning. 

f) Repeat the test  at different test object positions as described at 
para 1(page 3) above.  

 

 

 

 

A 

B 

C 

A 

B 

c 
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                                            ≥ 500 mm 

  
 
 
 
                                                                  
                     ≥ 500 mm                                      305 mm 

Figure 6: test of density threshold alert 
 
 
 

9. Detection efficacy 
 The MTS system should be able to scan the vehicle with low density 
materials to high density materials. 
This may be demonstrated during trials using the following: 

a) Iron articles as high density material 
b) Common articles as low density material 

 
 The test objects may consist: 

a) A bag of chalk powder in a load of onions 
b) A thick wad of paper in a load of potatoes 
c) A load of 200x100 mm of plastic board behind dry fruit boxes 
d) A block of iron in a load of sand 
e) A rifle in a load of stacked cement 
f) An ammunition box in a load of dates 
g) A rifle in stripped down condition in a load of potatoes. 
h) A pistol stashed in engine of vehicle. 
i) TNT slabs strapped/ taped below chassis. 
j) Box of detonators in onion load. 
k) Bundles of wires in iron articles load. 
l) Various parts of assorted arms including gun silencers in scrap 

goods load 
m) NVD & Telescopic sights in the load of electronics    
n) Radio Equipment in a load of scrap materials   

I. The weapon placed as per para 7 (page13) above, it shall be oriented 
respectively parallel, perpendicular and at 45º to the radiation beam 

 

Steel plate Steel 
plate 
width 
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their barrel may be in both directions ie towards / away from radiation 
direction, within the gaps made between materials as described above. 
Their positions must be recorded. 

II. The ammunition, explosives and other articles in singles or in 
bundles/stacks/ boxes shall be placed separately and randomly 
throughout the length, breadth and height of the truck along xyz axis in 
which the x axis is direction of radiation. Their position must be recorded. 

III. Scan the truck and inspect the image using image processing tools 
available on the inspection system. Record the scanning speed and 
other particulars. 

IV. If all the weapons, ammunitions, explosives, paper bundles and salt 
packets are identifiable and distinguished as separated entities in the 
image by the operator with the help of system software, record the 
result. 

V. Once again repeat the process by changing the alignment of weapons, 
ammunitions, explosives, paper bundles and salt packets. The 
alignment of all test material should be such that the radiation beam 
falls on each surface of test object at least once during the test. Record 
the result. Repeat the test  at different test object positions as described at 
para 1(page 3).  

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix-A 
 
 

Subject: - Regarding uploading of Draft QRs/TDs of  Mobile Truck Scanner 
  

 
 Interested vendors/OEMs are requested to send their comments on the 
following address/route with in 15 days:- 
 

Through Mail dcordnance@crpf.gov.in 
 

Through Fax 011-24360155 
 

By Hand  
Room No. 007, Ground Floor, Block No. 01, 
Directorate General, CRPF, Lodhi Road, New 

Delhi-03 
 
 

*_*_*_* 
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